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THIS WEEK’S 
NEWSLETTER:

MONDAY MARKET 
MOVEMENT - DOLLAR DIVE 
MASKS MARKET 
WEAKNESS
Goldman Sachs, Irish Bonds and 
the Yen along with Phil’s Market 
Targets for the week

THIRTY-FIVE TRILLION 
YEN TUESDAY
The Bank of Japan lowers rates 
to zero as the Japanese 
Government directly intervenes 
in the FOREX markets

WEAK DOLLAR 
WEDNESDAY - 82 YEN TO 
THE DOLLAR!
The Yen, The Fed and POMO’s 
and the impact they are having 
on the markets

THURSDAY: THROUGH 
THE ROOF OR SMASHED 
INTO A THOUSAND 
PIECES?
Jobless Claims and the Curious 
Gap between Interest Rates and 
SPDRS

FOOD STAMP FRIDAY - 
NEWT SHOWS AMERICA 
HIS TRUE COLORS
Political Discussions and a review 
of a couple of winning trades

THE WEEK AHEAD
Our outlook and a trade idea for 
the week to come

Dollar Weakness keeps Markets in Check
September was a really great month for bullish investors, with 

the markets having their best September since 1939 and the third-
best month of the last ten years. The Dow finished the month at 
10,787, up 7.7 percent from 10,014 at the end of August. Those 
Members who followed Phil’s “September’s Dozen” list did very well 
with those picks. Members who took advantage of Phil’s DIA trade 
last Thursday picked up an astounding %600 gain in less than three 
hours. Those who paid attention to Phil’s QQQQ positions on Friday 
morning took advantage of another %300 gain before lunch.

Phil posted an in-depth article on his website discussing China 
and the emerging bubble in the Asian economies and commodities, 
saying it “is so booming that there is now 70% more money ($136Bn) 
invested in GLD ($55Bn), EEM ($45Bn) and VWO ($36Bn) than there is 
in SPY ($80Bn) with Emerging Markets, gold and oil now commanding 
over 40% of all ETF investments ($900Bn total) - yet another way the 
US ships hundreds of Billions of dollars overseas each year!  GLD is 
currently the King of the ETF’s, with $214.9M moving into GLD on 
Tuesday alone out of $394.7M flowing to all commodity funds.” 

We have turned bearish on stocks and commodities in the short 
term, based on the premise that the dollar is going to make a 
comeback and that will knock down oil, copper and gold. This should 
send the energy and mining sectors down which will then impact the 
broader market. We expect this to give us a healthy pullback which 
will hopefully correct prices to the point where we feel justified in 
going long again. Coming into this week the low Dollar is supporting a 
relatively weak market and, as Phil noted on Wednesday, if you price 
the S&P in Euros you’ll see we’ve been in a six month downtrend.

Phil also said “Members should  note we have a new October’s 
Overbought Eight list and we are fortunate to have avoided a gap 
down so we’ll have an opportunity to get back to cash on our 
Turning $10K to $50K by Jan 21st project,  up 160% with 3 
months  left to go!   Cash is king as we continue  to  test our 7.5% 
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lines.  Keep in mind that 5% is just 2.5% away and 
we fully expect that pullback but not with the 
dollar in the toilet.”

In the “October’s Overbought Eight” article 
one of the things Phil discussed was his short 
position on Netflix, saying “We didn’t even wait 
on this one as we began shorting them a week ago 
when I put my foot down at $165 and decided it 
was a good time to start selling calls.  NFLX didn’t 
go down right away and here we have the pain of 
making fundamental, rather than technical calls - 
you have to have CONVICTION to stick with a 
fundamental call.   Just because something is 
ridiculously high - doesn’t mean it can’t go 
higher.   Again, the nice thing about making 
bullish bets is that we do have an identifiable 
floor - it’s at ZERO!”

Phil continued “What we got on Thursday was 
a fantastic opportunity to press our bearish bets 
as NFLX jumped to $174.40 just after the open.  I 
had called 5 short plays out of the box in the 9:43 
Member Alert that morning and, just 7 minutes 
later, I had gone over my watch list for the 
October 8 and decided that NFLX was the most 
overbought and that led to a call to short the 
WEEKLY $170 calls for $3.50, which fell to .25 by 
the day’s end and, ultimately, expired worthless 
for a nice 100% gain (although the sensible thing 
to do was take the 92% one-day gain off the 
table).”

So how did that trade work out for our 
Members? “Kinkistyle” posted in Member’s Chat 
“Phil: That NFLX call was awesome. The speed at 
which NFLX options decayed was precipitous.  The 
blow out spike that allowed me to double and roll 
my callers to 190(!) and the ridiculous 170 
weeklies @3.50 a day away from Op-Ex. The gains 
I realized in that trade floored me when I took a 
long at my portfolio value on Friday. What a great 
way to start the 3rd Quarter.”
 
Kinki continued “You always pound away on this 
point, and I sometimes forget it in moments of 
greediness, but ‘Always sell premium into the 
excitement.’  The proof is in the pudding.” 

The key thing we’re watching this week is the 
US Dollar. Phil thinks this rally is being driven by 
Dollar weakness and once the Dollar rebounds we 
expect the markets to correct. But as long as the 
Dollar continues to drop then the markets are 
much more likely to move up.
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This Monday had a bad case of the blues, with 
the markets down from mid-morning on, closing 
the day with moderate losses on low volume. We 
were bearish into the weekend, so we were 
expecting this move. The Dow was impacted by a 
drop in American Express, caused by the increasing 
tensions between the company and the U.S. 
Department of Justice. 

The NASDAQ also took a hit for the day due to 
Goldman Sachs downgrading Microsoft from Buy to 
Neutral. The US Dollar moved up slightly, two-year 
Treasury yields touched a record low 2.45%, and 
NYSE decliners led advancers nearly three to one. 
August Factory Orders came in at -0.5% versus a 
consensus of -0.4%, but Pending Home Sales were 
up 4.3% versus 1.0% expected. (Two-year Treasury 
yields dropped to 2.35% by the end of the week.)

In today’s article Phil discussed his concerns 
about European debt, pointing out that Euro-region 
governments are going to have to refinance 582 
billion Euros ($803 billion) of debt in 2011, up from 
521 billion this year. 

Meanwhile, with Bernanke still dropping hints 
about a second round of quantitative easing, a 
number of experts are worried that this may have 
the unintended result of pushing borrowing costs 
higher. A team of Deutsche Bank AG analysts 
released a note to their clients on September 24th 
stating that bond yields are currently trading as if 
the Fed had already acquired an additional $315 
billion to $670 billion in securities. “Quantitative 
easing is priced into the picture,” said Sean Simko, 
who oversees $8 billion at SEI Investments Co. in 
Oaks, Pennsylvania. “When the market does turn, 
as we’ve seen in the past, it will turn sharply and 
very swiftly.”

One great trade idea was posted by Phil in 
Member’s Chat Monday morning: “Just watching 
and waiting today.  QQQQ WEEKLY $48 calls are 
now $1.08 and make a great upside break IF you 
get nervous on a pop but very tight stops as a 
momentum trade.   I have no faith in the market 
sustaining anything.” Those calls closed the week 
at $1.75, up 62%.

Monday Market Movement - Dollar Dive Masks Market 
Weakness

Oxen Report Picks up 
94% for 2010!

September was another solid month for the 
Oxen Report, and by far the best of 2010. Our 
Buy/Overnight/Week Trades are up 94% so far this 
year with 131 trade ideas. We have gotten 98 of 
these 131 selections correct, giving the tracking 
portfolio a 75% success rate thus far for the year. 
The Short Sale Picks are up nearly 30% thus far this 
year on 62 trades, with over an 82% success rate as 
well with 51 successful trade ideas. Finally, we 
have a new tracking portfolio that just started in 
September, which is our Longterm Ratings. The 
portfolio is not one that needs to be updated on a 
daily basis, but we will continue to watch for 
developments that would change my thoughts on 
our fair value estimates for them.  Our 2009 
portfolios ended with Buy Picks up 108% in 9 
months. The Short Sale Portfolio ended up 10% in 6 
months.

Phil said “Cash is king as 
we continue to test our 
7.5% lines.  Keep in 

mind that 5% is just 2.5% 
away and we fully expect that 
pullback but not with the 
dollar in the toilet - like it is 
today.” 

“
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Financial markets were surprised Tuesday 
morning as the Bank of Japan announced a 35 
Trillion Yen ($418 Billion) monetary easing 
program and cut rates to (effectively) zero. 
However, our Members had plenty of advance 
notice thanks to Phil’s Yentervention post last 
September 15th. 

Japan’s currency largess gave the Nikkei a 
1.5% boost, this in turn helped to spark a strong 
rally Tuesday for both the European and US 
markets. Markets everywhere are expecting the 
QE2 to set sail, with Bernanke dropping hints with 
all of the subtlety of an eight year old boy who 
wants a BB gun for Christmas. 

Investors are largely carrying the banner of 
David Tepper, all charging forward and chanting 
“Stocks can’t lose” to themselves as they buy with 
both hands. Since the Fed is bound and 
determined to print more free money and all of 
that money has to go somewhere, traders are 
betting that the likeliest “somewhere” is going to 
be equities. This results in the kind of powerful 
upward moves we saw in the markets today.

We’ll be watching our market targets closely 
to see if the bullish trend is real or whether this is 
just a blow-off top. As we punched through our 
7.5% lines for the week, Phil commented to 
Members that he wants to see two full days above 
the line before he’s willing to draw 10% lines on 
the charts.

Regardless of the short-term bullishness seen 
in this market we remain of the opinion that we 
are at or near the top of the current price channel 
and we are advising our Members to be very 
careful with their trades.

Meanwhile, Zero Hedge today reported that 
the insider selling to buying ratio just jumped to 
an astounding 2,341 to 1. It looks like corporate 
insiders just can’t get out of stocks fast enough. 
Ask yourself this: Is this what a real bull market 
looks like?

Thirty-Five Trillion Yen Tuesday

Phil’s Market Targets 
10/4/10

UP 7.5%

UP 5%

UP 4%

UP 2.5%
(MUST HOLD)

Dow S&P NAS NYSE Russell

10965 1146 2365 7280 672

10710 1123 2310 7140 666

10608 1112 2288 7072 660

10455 1100 2255 7000 650
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Weak Dollar Wednesday - 82 Yen to the Dollar!

Stocks finished the day with 
mixed results, the Dow ending 
slightly up and the Nas ending the 
day down 0.8% after the release.  
ADP released a  disappointing report 
showing weak private sector hiring 
and techs took a pounding after 
Equinix's revenue warning and a 
downgrade of semiconductor firms.

Phil noted that Despite Tuesday’s 
intervention, The Yen reached a 15 
year high against the Dollar today. It 
now only takes 82 Yen to buy one US 
Dollar. It took 125 Yen to purchase a 
Dollar just three years ago.  The 
Japanese government keeps trying 
and trying to kill the Yen, but it just 
won’t stay dead.

If you price the S&P in Yen or price it in Gold 
and look at the charts for the last six months, 
you’ll see the same trend in both charts, and the 
trend is DOWN. Don’t be fooled by a market that 
is supposedly going up when it is measured using a 
currency that is losing value. 

Phil discussed this in Wednesday’s article, 
along with the near-certainty of another round of 
Quantitative Easing based on Bernanke’s recent 
comments where the chairman said that previous 
purchases of nearly $2 Trillion in mortgages and 

Treasury Notes by the Fed had been an “effective 
program” and that additional purchases would 
“have the ability to ease financial conditions”. 
Translated from Fed-speak, this means “QE2 is 
going to happen, so get ready for it.”

Minneapo l i s Fed Pres ident Narayana 
Kocherlakota warned last week, “When the Fed 
buys long-term government debt from the private 
market, it shifts interest rate risk from 
bondholders to taxpayers”. It also happens to 
protect and enrich the already wealthy, like  
bondholders with money, while shafting the 
taxpayers at the same time. 
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Speaking of commodity prices, we have 
reports like this one showing that crude oil has hit 
the highest price in five months as the Dollar 
continues to fall, or this one about rising prices 
for sugar futures, or this one about inflation in 
Britain fueled by, you guessed it, rising commodity 
prices.

Sound like maybe the Fed still has the money 
spigots turned on? Well, according to Graham 
Summers, they never turned them off. In fact, 
through a marvelous bit of financial sleight of 
hand, they have used interest and proceeds from 
the securities they acquired during QE1 to 
purchase Treasuries from the Primary Dealers via 
Permanent Open Market Operations, also known as  
POMO.

This means that the interest and proceeds 
from over one trillion Dollars worth of assets are 
now being funneled into the markets through 
these Primary Dealers. Literally billions and 
billions of Dollars are quietly being put into the 
markets every single week by the Federal Reserve. 

As Graham put it, “Unbeknownst to most 
investors, last week Ben Bernanke pumped an 
additional $11.05 BILLION into the system ON TOP 
of the $11.15 pumped via the POMOs. In plain 
terms, the Fed juiced the system by $20+ billion 
in a single week, bringing its liquidity pumps 
RIGHT BACK TO QE 1 LEVELS.”

The European Crisis has not been solved and 
the economy is not getting better. The Fed is 
banking on the premise that if you can’t make the 
economy look better, then make the markets look 
better and the economy will eventually follow. Of 
course, the markets are supposed to reflect the 
health of the economy, not the other way around.

As Phil said, “So enjoy the sham while it lasts 
- for now we’re bearish but we’re also cashish 
and taking aggressive short-term upside plays to 
cover on the breakouts.  Until this chop gives us a 
better sense of direction - that’s the way to go!” 

Wednesday Chat Commentary

Ben asked “Phil, I was told by someone in the 
energy analysis field that XOM is a buy here and 
should be accumulated.  What do you think of a 
buy/write Jan 12   62.5P/65c for $12.12? XOM is 
trading above 200 DMA and resistance today.”

XOM/Ben - They are my favorite big oil.  We 
were loving them at $57.50 and not so much at 
$63.50.  You can blow off the 3% dividend and go 
for the 2012 $45/57.50 bull call spread at $8.80 
and sell the 2013 $57.50s for $7.60 for net $1.20 
on the $12.50 spread so 10x upside if they hold 
$57.50 through Jan 2013.  Since $11.30 in profit is 
about 20%, you’d have to see XOM hit about $72 
(as you collect $3 in dividends) to make that on 
the stock.  TOS says the net margin on the put sale 
is $7 so that plus the $8.80 means you tie up just 
$15.80 to make $11.30 and, of course you can 
always use all that cash on the side to add to the 
position if things go well or roll down to a bigger 
position if they take a downturn.  Worst case is 
you take an assignment of 1x at net $58.70. 

Phil said “In other news you 
won’t be hearing today, as 
the MSM has been in 

"happy" mode this week and 
doesn’t want to bother you with 
bad news:  The IMF cut their 
estimates for US growth as 
consumer spending trends are 
disappointing and our friends at 
Goldman Sachs summed it up by 
saying the US economy is likely to 
be “fairly bad” or “very bad” 
over the next six to nine months.  
Yeah, let’s go out and buy at the 
top of a 10% rally - we can root 
for "fairly bad." 

“
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The Initial Jobless Claims report came out 
Thursday morning: -11k to 445k versus 455k 
expected. Continuing claims declined by 48k to 
4,462k. The markets closed the day essentially 
unchanged from where they started at the open 
as the Dollar continued to slide against the Euro 
and the Yen.  

Phil discussed the confusing and mixed 
signals being given by the markets in his 
Thursday article, where he also talked about the 
wide discrepancy between the SPY (which 
continues to climb) and the 10-year note interest 
rate (which continues to fall). 

Continuing on the theme established by 
Graham Summers regarding the Fed using POMOs 
to pump liquidity into the markets, Phil pointed 
out that this money is “TIMED SPECIFICALLY TO 
COINCIDE WITH OPTIONS EXPIRATIONS WEEKS.  
How much?  Well try $31Bn on April 15th, $10Bn 
on May 13th, $12Bn on June 17th and $8.6Bn on 
July 15th”

We know it’s not wise to keep fighting the 
Fed. Phil recommended two positions as upside 
hedges Thursday, saying “A very simple way to 
play for additional upside is something like the 
XLF Nov $14/15 bull call spread at .60, selling the 
$15 puts for .65 so that’s a nickel credit on the $1 
spread that’s currently .80 in the money.  That’s 
why we don’t fear a break up, we can make a 
2,000% profit in a month if this rally is real - all 
they have to do is sustain this BS through 
earnings!”  

The other upside hedge Phil likes is SSO, saying 
“A  nice 4,000% upside play on the markets doing 
well for another month is similar to the XLF play, 
using SSO (ultra-long S&P) with a Nov $39/43 bull 
call spread at $2.10, selling the $40 puts for $2 so 
it’s net .10 to make up to $4 if SSO rises to $43 by 
November expirations.  SSO is currently at $40.68 
so this trade starts out over 1,500% in the money 
- again, we do not fear the upside - we just don’t 
trust it yet!”

Thursday: Through the Roof or Smashed into a 
Thousand Pieces?

Thursday Chat Commentary

Dr Craig asked “Regarding ‘The only reason 
stocks have rallied this month’ article. Could 
someone explain this in greater detail? I don’t 
understand the math. Primary dealers acquire 
treasury bonds from the treasury at an auction, 
right? They don’t get the bonds for free, do 
they? If not, what difference does it make when 
the fed buys them back? Aren’t they just 
"injecting" capital back into the system that was 
already spent at the bond auction? Why would 
the primary dealers necessarily funnel that cash 
right into stocks?”

Fed/DrC - It’s not just buying TBills, the Fed 
is aggressively buying toxic assets from the 
banks and giving out short-term "discount 
window" loans.   They don’t differentiate 
spending (hence Ron Paul’s issues with them) so 
you never know what they are actually doing but 
it doesn’t take much when buying a $1Bn toxic 
asset from a bank leaves them free to re-
leverage and lend out $5Bn or buy Billions of 
dollars of gold, oil, copper, stocks, TBills - 
whatever….  
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Phil generally avoids politics in his weekly 
posts, but he made an exception for Friday’s 
article. Phil explained the importance of verifying 
the claims made by any particular politician or 
party, and seeing whether or  not the record 
supports those claims.

Regarding the markets, Phil said “We are 
cashy and flexible and we hit shorts on the Dow 
yesterday for a quick 50% in Thursday’s Member 
Alert (see ‘Thursday’s Trade Chat’ box on this 
page) and we’ll be looking to do it again this 
morning if they are going to keep pretending that 
TERRIBLE news is good news.    A  test of 10,800 is 
my goal for today and, if not, we’ll certainly take 
some flyers for Monday...”

We did not get the test of 10,800 Phil had 
expected for  the week and that left Members still 
expecting a pullback in the week ahead.

Thursday’s Trade Chat

Hoss asked Phil “Yesterday, you liked the 
DIA  109 puts for .88, today it’s the 108s for .40, 
what’s the difference?  I see the 109s are now .
83 and the 108s are .52.”

DIA/Hoss - At any given moment it’s a 
function of time remaining, expected move and 
the delta on the position.   In the spike, I  was 
liking those $108 puts as they fell and they 
made a quick 50% this morning.  The $109 puts 
had only fallen to .60 and, I  thought, had less 
chance of making a quick 50% AND would cause 
more damage if we kept going up so the risk/
reward of the $108s seemed a little better this 
morning.  As it turns out, they both made their 
50% for the day.  Once again, a great example 
of how critical scaling is as buying the $109 puts 
for .88 yesterday and adding more at .60 
averages .74 and now up 20% at .88 again means 
you can take 1/2 back off and be left with a 
lower net cost on 1x again so, if they fly up to .
60 again, you can DD again and end up in 2x at 
net .69 or just calmly hold 1x for the weekend.

F o o d  S t a m p  F r i d a y  -  N e w t  S h o w s 
A m e r i c a  H i s  T r u e  C o l o r s

Dark Horse Hedge gains 
10% on AEO this week.
American Eagle Outfitters (AEO) flew in and 

out of the virtual portfolio Dark Horse Hedge  last 
week as a quick trade, demonstrating the value of 
watching for significant insider buying. Scott of 
Sabrient wrote on Oct 3rd:

"AEO has a good retail brand heading into 
holiday shopping season, and the insiders have 
been stepping up with many  recent open market 
purchases. It trades at a P/E of 15, and so we are 
looking for growth to give us positive return...Buy 
American Eagle Outfitters (AEO) on Monday, 
October 4, 2010."

“We were planning to recommend holding AEO 
through the pre-holiday season but when the stock 
spiked over 11% three days later, thanks to 
Thursday's press release, "American Eagle 
Outfitters Raises 3Q Forecast on Strong September 
Sales," we recommended selling AEO in the Friday 
update, Time for Us to Fly.”
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The Week Ahead
Weak fundamentals are keeping us very 

cau t i ou s du r i ng t h i s r a l l y , s o we a re 
recommending being cash heavy and keeping an 
eye open for trading opportunities.

Here’s one suggestion we have for a trade for 
the upcoming week.

Dark Horse Hedge  i s maintaining its 
long  VECO  position using the same  Buy/Write 
Strategy  it used when entering the position a 
month and a half ago. If you are already in the 
VECO position, this involves HOLDING your stock 
(which was added to the DHH virtual portfolio at 
$31.93), and BUYING back both your Calls and 
Puts. Then, for 100 shares of VECO stock, roll the 
call and put options forward by SELLING one VECO 
Jan $32 2011 Put  (approximately $3.40) and 
S E L L I N G o n e V E C O  J a n $ 3 2 2 0 1 1 

Call  (approximately $6.60) on Monday, October 
11. The net effect of rolling these options is to 
lower the cost basis in VECO to $20.33 (see Dark 
Horse Hedge's article “What I Like About You”).

If you are not in the VECO position but wish to 
be, buy 100 shares of VECO on Monday and 
use Phil's Buy/Write strategy--SELL one VECO Jan 
$36 2011 Put and SELL one VECO Jan $36 2011 
Call:

Buy 100 shares of VECO (approximately $36.50)

Sell  1 Jan. $36 Call  per 100 shares of VECO 
(approximately $4.40)

Sell  1 Jan. $36 Put  per 100 shares of VECO 
(approximately $5.20)

Monday 11 Tuesday 12 Wednesday 13 Thursday 14 Friday 15

US Holiday
Columbus Day

7:30 AM: NFIB Small 
Business Optimism 

Index

7:00 AM: MBA 
Purchase 

Applications

8:30 AM: Jobless 
Claims

8:30 AM: Retail Sales

Stocks and Futures 7:45 AM: ICSC-
Goldman Store Sales

8:30 AM: Export and 
Import Prices

8:30 AM: CPI and PPI 8:30 AM: CPI

Markets Open 8:55 AM: Redbook 1:00 PM: 10-Year 
Note Auction

8:30 AM: Trade 
Balance

09:55 AM: Consumer 
Sentiment

11:30 AM: 3 and 6-
Month Bill Auctions

2:00 PM: Treasury 
Budget

4:30 PM: Money 
Supply

10:10 AM: Business 
Inventories

Note: The material presented in this commentary is provided for informational purposes only and is based upon information that is considered to be reliable. 
However, neither Philstockworld, LLC (PSW) nor its affiliates warrant its completeness, accuracy or adequacy and it should not be relied upon as such. Neither 
PSW nor its affiliates are responsible for any errors or omissions or for results obtained from the use of this information. Past performance, including the tracking of 
virtual trades and portfolios for educational purposes, is not necessarily indicative of future results. Neither Phil, Optrader, Oxen Group or anyone related to PSW is 
a registered financial adviser and they may hold positions in the stocks mentioned, which may change at any time without notice. Do not buy or sell based on 
anything that is written here, the risk of loss in trading is great. 

This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security or other financial instrument. Securities or other financial instruments 
mentioned in this material are not suitable for all investors. Any opinions expressed herein are given in good faith, are subject to change without notice, and are only 
intended at the moment of their issue as conditions quickly change. The information contained herein does not constitute advice on the tax consequences of making 
any particular investment decision. This material does not take into account your particular investment objectives, financial situations or needs and is not intended as 
a recommendation to you of any particular securities, financial instruments or strategies. Before investing, you should consider whether it is suitable for your 
particular circumstances and, as necessary, seek professional advice. 

Economic Calendar For The Week Ahead
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